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Abstract. Let P and / be polynomials in several (real) variables, with P having no
negative coefficients. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for there to exist
a positive integer n with P"f having no negative coefficients; roughly speaking, the
conditions involve the behaviour of/ as a function on the positive orthant, together
with its behaviour on a boundary constructed from the supporting monomials of
P. This completes a series of results due to Poincare (1883), Meissner (1911), and
Polya (1927). The former discusses the one variable case, the latter two deal with
the situation that the Newton polyhedra of both P and / be, respectively, standard
hypercubes, standard simplices.

I. Introduction
Given a polynomial P (in several variables) with non-negative real coefficients, and
a polynomial /, we determine necessary and sufficient conditions so that there exists
an integer n such that P"f has only non-negative coefficients.

The problem is motivated by the study of very special product type actions of
tori on UHF C* algebras ([HI], [HR]). A solution amounts to the determination
of the positive cone of the K0-group of a crossed product C* algebra arising from
the representation of the torus whose character is P. It can also be interpreted as a
specialized Perron-Frobenius theorem for multiplication operators.

The criteria depend on the Newton diagrams and polyhedra attached to P and
/, and how the polyhedron of the latter can be fitted inside a blown-up version of
the former. To give the reader an idea of the nature of the conditions, we consider
the following (easier) problem that was solved in [HI]. Given /, decide if there
exists a polynomial Q with non-negative coefficients so that Qf itself has no negative
coefficients. The solution ([HI; V.6J) can be expressed as follows;

Fora d-tuple of integers w = (w(l), w(2),..., w(d)), define xw to be the monomial
xjv(i)xw(2). . . xw(d) j n ^e variables xu x2,...., xd. Negative exponents are allowed
and obviously do not alter the problem (so that from now on, 'polynomial' really
means Laurent polynomial). Write / = £ A x̂*"; set

(this is also called the Newton diagram of/). Let cvx Log/ denote the convex hull
of Log/ in Ud. Then cvx Log/ is the Newton polyhedron of/
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Let F be a (proper) face of cvx L o g / Set

fF=
we F

(that is, discard from / all of the terms whose exponent does not belong to F).
Then such a Q exists if and only if:

(*) For every face F (including cvx Log/itself) of cvx Log ffF is strictly positive
as a function on (Ud)++ = {(rl,...,rd)eUll\ri>0}.

The solution to the question considered in this paper is more complicated, because
Log P plays a crucial role. The criterion is similar to (*), in that there is a collection
of subsets {£} of L o g / (which can be determined algorithmically) obtained from
Log P and its facial structure, such that P"f has only non-negative coefficients for
large n, if and only if fE (including/) are strictly positive as functions on (Rd)+ +.
Each set £ is a translate of an iterate of a (relative) face of Log P.

We require a number of definitions which reflect the geometric nature of the
problem.

Let P be the polynomial £ A ^ w in variables xu...,xd with non-negative real
coefficients. Set Log P = {w e Zd | Aw # 0}. Let S, F be non-empty subsets of Log P,
and define cvx Log P as the convex hull of Log P in Ud, as before. Observe that the
vertices of cvx Log P belong to Log P.

The subset F of Log P is a relative face of Log P if there is a face K of cvx Log P
with F - Kn Log P. An iterate of F, written nF, is the set of sums taken n at a time
of elements of F. If F is a relative face of Log P corresponding to K, then nF is a
relative face of Log P" ( = n Log P) corresponding to nK (recall that the coefficients
of P are all non-negative). A translate of F is a subset of Zd of the form

F+z = {w +z\we F} for some z in Zd.

For the finite subset S of Zd, a stratum of S with respect to the relative face F of
Log P is a non-void subset E of S with the following two properties:

(i) There exists a positive integer n and a lattice point z (i.e. z lies in Zd) such
that E^nF + z.

(ii) Whenever £ c NF + z0 for some z0 in Zd and some positive integer N, it
follows that E = (NF + zo)nS.
Property (i) says that £ is contained in a translate of an iterate of F, and property
(ii) says that it is maximal (as a subset of S) with respect to (i). For example, in
figure 1, Log P consists of all the lattice points in the square with vertices
{(0,0), (0,3), (3,0), (3, 3)}, and S is the set of lattice points in the indicated quadri-
lateral; we determine the strata of S with respect to the relative face F, =
{(3,0), (3,1), (3,2), (3,3)}, and then with respect to F2 = {(0, 3)}.

It is clear that {(2,3), (2, 2), (2,1)}, {(1, 2), (1,1), (1,0)}, and {(0,1)} are contained
in disjoint translates of Fu and because they are maximal subsets of S contained
in vertical lines, each satisfies (ii).

With respect to F2 (or any face consisting of a vertex), the strata are precisely
the singleton subsets of S.
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FIGURE 1

In verifying (i) for the subsets of S relative to Fu n = 1 could be used. An easy
example showing that n > 1 may be required is given in figure 2. Here Log P is the
set of lattice points in the trapezium, F is the relative face at the right, and S is the
set of lattice points in the triangle. The strata of 5 relative to F are {(1,0), (1,1), (1, 2)}
and {(0,1)}.

FIGURE 2

In both cases, for all k, Log Pk = (cvx Log Pk)nZd (Log P is 'solid'). When this
fails, the set of strata can be much more complicated.

LEMMA I.I. Let F be a non-empty relative face of Log P, and S a finite subset of Zd.
Suppose n,, n2 are positive integers, z,, z2 are in Zd, and Eu E2 are subsets of S
satisfying:

Then £ , u £ 2
c n3F+ z3 for some positive integer n3 and lattice point z3.

In particular, the strata of S relative to F partition S, and the intersection of any
translate of an iterate of F with S is contained in a unique stratum.
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Proof. Select e = (£JI"' vt) + z, = ( l£ :" 2 ufc) + z2 in Ex n £2> with all the u,, «fc lying
in F. Then

say. We have that n^F+2^^ (n1 + n2)F+z3 (since Zi-z3 = Zufc> which belongs to
n2F), and symmetrically (M, + n2)F+z3 => n 2 f+ z2. With n3 = n, + n2, the first state-
ment is proved. The comments in the second paragraph are immediate consequences.

•
Only certain stata are of interest; in some sense, these are the ones closest to F. A
stratum E of S with respect to F is dominant if it satisfies the following additional
condition:

(iii) If E c n Log P+z\(nF+z) for some positive integer n and lattice point z,
then (nF+z)nS = 0.
For example in figure 1, with F, as the relative face, only E = {(2,1), (2, 2), (2, 3)}
is dominant among the three strata, as a simple argument shows. For F2 = {(0,3)},
there are three dominant strata, the singletons {(0,1)}, {(1,2)}, and {(2, 3)}. In figure
2, only {(1, 2), (1,1), (1,0)} is a dominant stratum relative to F.

There is an algorithm for finding all dominant strata with respect to a given face,
which is particularly straightforward if Log P is solid. Select a point 5 of S, and
translate an(y) iterate of F so it hits s; discard any points of S not in the translate
of the iterate of F but which are in the corresponding translate of the iterate of
Log P. Choose any point of S not already discarded or in a translate of an iterate
of F that contains any point previously chosen, and repeat this process until there
are no more points of 5 to choose. What remains is a union of the (disjoint) dominant
strata with respect to F, and it is routine to separate them.

On a first reading of this paper, it would probably be a good idea to skip the
proofs; so the statement of theorem A (§ II), the statement of theorem B (§ IV),
and the examples (§ V) could be read first. Lemma II.4 is a particularly important
technical result, used in all parts of the proofs of theorems A and B.

II. Statement of the first theorem and a proof of sufficiency
L e t / = £ M * D e an element of R[xf'; i = 1 , . . . , d], and P an element of the same
ring but having only non-negative coefficients. Let £ be a subset of Log/; define
an element fE of R[xf'] by throwing away all terms not involving E, that is,

A proper relative face of Log P is a relative face that is not empty and unequal
to Log P itself. We often write 'a polynomial has only positive coefficients (or only
non-negative coefficients)' as 'a polynomial has no negative coefficients'; this is for
variety only. However, the polynomial / is 'strictly positive' (as a function on
(W)++ = {r=r(ru...,rd)eW\ri> 0}) i f / ( r ) > 0 for all r in (W)++.

THEOREM A. Let P,f be elements of M[xfl; i<d] with P having only positive
coefficients. Then there exists M such that PMfhas only positive coefficients if and only
if both of the following conditions hold:

(a) Viewed as a function on (Rd)+ + , for every dominant stratum E with respect to
the improper relative face F = Log P, fE is strictly positive.
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(b) For each proper relative face F of Log P, and each dominant stratum E of
Log/with respect to F, there exists m (depending on F and E) (for which P™fE has
no negative coefficients.

Remarks. (0) If Log P-Log P generates the standard lattice Zd (inside Ud) as an
abelian group, then of course, (a) becomes:

/ is strictly positive on (Rd)++.

More generally, this simplified criterion applies if Log/is contained in Log P - Log P
(as we shall see below).

(1) Conditions (a), (b) will be altered to 'fE is strictly positive for all dominant
strata E of Log/ with respect to the non-empty relative face F of Log P, for all
(not necessarily proper) faces F\ This is the content of theorem B, which is proved
in § IV.

(2) After multiplying PF,/E by a suitable monomial, they can be written simul-
taneously as polynomials involving fewer than d variables (when F is proper).
Hence (b) represents a reduction to a (seemingly) less complicated situation.

(3) If m(E, F) is the least integer m such that P"fE has no negative coefficients,
then it will follow from the proof that M>m(E, F). On the other hand, (a), (b) do
not jointly imply that PMfE has no negative coefficients for any M (example V.6).

The more difficult portion of the argument is the sufficiency of (a) and (b). This
will be proved in this section, necessity will be obtained in § III, and remark 1
(theorem B, the main result of the paper) will be established in § IV.

We require some definitions, primarily from [HI; § I]. Here P = £ h^x* is an
element of A = U[xfl], and we form the ordered ring S = AfP"1], with ordering
given by

S+ = {aP~k\ae A, there exists n such that aP" has no negative coefficients}.

Set
R = {s e S | there exists a positive integer N with - i V - l < s < 7 V l i n S }

(R is the 'bounded subring' of S). Then R is an ordered ring (R+ = S+ n R), with
1 as an order unit; moreover, R is generated as a real algebra by the set Z =
{xw/P\ w e Log P}, that is, R = U[xw/P\xw appears in P], and the positive cone of
R is generated additively and multiplicatively by R+ and Z. Thus a typical positive
element of R is a positive real-linear combination of terms of the form
(xw>/P)(xw*/P) • • • (xw*/P), where the w.'s all lie in Log P ([HI; § I]).

The first step in the proof of sufficiency of (a) and (b), is to show that it is enough
to prove it in the case that Log/c Log P. This will occupy the next ten paragraphs.

The first step in this reduction is to multiply P by a monomial (if necessary) so
that 0 = (0 , . . . , 0) belongs to Log P. Let H denote the subgroup of the standard
lattice, Zd = {(au ..., ad) e U

d \ a,, e Z}, generated by Log P. Let {eJceC be a trans-
versal of H in the standard lattice, that is U (H + ec) = Zd; let 0 be one of the ec's,
say 0= e0. For each index c, define pc: U[xf 'J-^IRfxf1] via

fO if w^H + ea

ifxeH + ea
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extended R-linearly. We observe that for a polynomial k, k belongs to the image of
pc if and only if Log fcc H + ec. Moreover, pc(k) = 0 for all but finitely many c's.
Finally, k has no negative coefficients if and only if the same is true of all the pc(k).

Since Log P" s H (because of our assumption that 0 belongs to Log P) for all n,
Pc(P"f) — P"Pc(f) for all c. Hence P"f has no negative coefficients if and only if
the same is true of P"(x~e'pc(f)) (for all c); of course Log (x~e7>c(/))c H. Hence
if we can solve the problem of eventual positivity of those fs with Log/c H, we
can solve the general case (by considering the finite set of polynomials,

Suppose S is a finite subset of H; we show there exists v in H and a positive
integer m with 5 + tic Log Pm (the idea is to apply this to S = Log (x~e<pc(f))). For
each s in 5, we may write s = £ /xsww with w e Log P, /J.SW e Z, since H is generated
by Log P. Form Js = {(s, W)\/J-SW<0}, and set z s =£ 7 (-fisw)w. Set Ns = max|/u,siv|;
then s + zs belongs to Ns Log P, and moreover, zs also so belongs. Set v = ZS

 z* an<^
m = £ s Ns, and we are done.

With S = \<jLog(x~'cpc(f))cH, we may thus find a monomial x" so that
Log (xujc~e«pc(/))c Log Pm. Now we must show that this reduction (to all of the
Pc(/)'s) actually preserves the notions of strata and dominant strata.

First, we show that if F is a relative face of Log P, then nF = {£" vt \ vt e F} is a
relative face of Log P" = n Log P. This follows from [H; Ill.lb] and the fact that if
{w, | i = 1 , . . . , n} is a subset of Log P and X w, belongs to the convex hull of nF,
then each w, belongs to the convex hull of F; however, F = cvx F n Log P, so H>,
belongs to F, and thus X w. lies in nF.

Now suppose that E, a subset of S, is a (dominant) stratum (of S) with respect
to F, a relative face of Log P. Then certainly E is a (dominant) stratum of S with
respect to the relative face nF of Log P", just from the definitions. Conversely,
suppose that E <= S is a (dominant) stratum with respect to nF. We wish to show
that it is a (dominant) stratum with respect to F.

To see that E is at least a stratum, we see that

E c mo( nF) + zo= monF + z0,

for some positive integer m0 and lattice point z0. Suppose that F, c mF 4- z (m a
positive integer, z a lattice point), and w belongs to Sn(mF+z). There exists a
positive integer fe so that m < kn. Select v in (fc« - m)F. Then mF+z <= knF + (z - v).
Thus,

£ c f e ( n F ) + ( z - u ) and iveSn(lfc(nF) + (z-ti)) .

Since E is a stratum of S with respect to nF, this implies w belongs to E, so that
E = S n(mF+ z), and thus E is a stratum with respect to F

Suppose £ is dominant with respect to nF (as a subset of S); we show it is
dominant with respect to F. If E c (m Log P + z)\(mF+z) (for a positive integer
m and lattice point z), we require that (mF+z) nS = 0. Choose k a positive integer
so that kn>m, and select v in (kn-m)F. In particular, t> lies in (kn-m) Log P
and E ^ kn Log P + (z — u). If e lies in E n (knF+ z —1>), we may write e = h + z — v
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with h in knF, so h = (e — z) + v. Now e — z belongs to m Log P (from £ c m Log P +
z), and v lies in (kn — m)F, so from the facial property of F, e — z is a member of
mF; this means e belongs to mF+ z, a contradiction. Hence E n (knF+ z — v) = 0 .
So we have

£c(fc(nLogP) + ( z - u))\(fc(nF) + (z -1>)).

From the definition of dominant stratum (with respect to nF), (k(nF) + (z - v)) n S =
0. If se mF + z, then se fcnF+(z-u), whence {mF + z)nS = 0, as desired.

Next we observe that if £ is a stratum of S with respect to a relative face F of
Log P, then £<= H + ec for some ec: there exists an integer m and a lattice point z
so that £ <= mF + z <= m Log P+ z<= H + z, one of the cosets. Hence /E = pc(/) when
F = Log P. On the other hand, if £ is a non-empty dominant stratum of S n (H+ ec)
(for some c) with respect to F, then it is also a dominant stratum of S. This follows
directly from the definitions.

To summarize: begin with / and P. There exists n such that P"f has no negative
coefficients if and only if the same is true of P"pc(f) for all c such that pc{f) ^ 0.
The dominant strata of Log/( = S) with respect to a relative face F of Log P each
lie entirely within one coset of H. We thus deduce that every pc(f) satisfies the
hypotheses in the theorem(s) on its dominant strata if and only if/ does. Moreover,
replacing pc(f) by gc = x~e<pc{f), we have only to verify that the theorems hold for
Log/<= H. By multiplying gc by a suitable monomial, we may assume that Log/<=
Log PN for some N. Dominant strata are the same with respect to F as NF, so we
may replace P by PN. We thus reduce our problem to the case that Log/c Log P.

Assume that Log/c Log P, and let / denote the order-ideal of R generated by
B = {x"/P\ve Log/}. Then / is actually the fl-ideal generated by the elements of
B. To see this observe that if 0< s < N(£B x"/P), then there exist sv in R such that
0<sv<Nxv/P for each element of B (by Riesz interpolation [HI; § 1]), and 0<
svPx~" < N in S, so sv belongs to the R-ideal generated by {xv/ P).

Define Log I = {ve Log P |x"/Pe / } . Clearly Log/c Log /, although this
inclusion may be strict. It happens to be technically easier to deal with Log /. We
must show that there is a strong connection between the dominant strata of Log /
and of Log/

LEMMA II. 1. Let Sc Log P, F a relative face of Log P, £ a dominant stratum of S
with respect to F, and N a positive integer. Suppose that w lies in (N Log P + S)n
(NF+ £). Then whenever w can be expressed as w = s +1 with s in N Log P and t in
S, we have that t belongs to E.

Proof. There exists a positive integer n and a lattice point z0 so that £ c nF + z0.
We may write s +1 = q + e with q in NF and e in £. Thus

t = q + e - s 6 NF+ E - s € (N+ n)F+ (z0- s).

Suppose that t does not belong to E. Since t does lie in S, we have that £ n
{(JV+n)F+(zo-s)} = 0 (let V denote the intersection; then Vu(l} is contained
in ((N+n)F+(z0 — s))n S, so that Vu{<} is contained in a stratum; if V is
non-empty, the stratum must be £; thus t would belong to £, a contradiction).
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Since E <= n Log P + z0 and 5 belongs to N Log P, it follows that

E
and

This contradicts (iii) of the definition of dominant stratum. •

LEMMA II.2. Let So<= S<^ Log P, and F a relative face of Log P.
(a) If E is a stratum of S (with respect to F) and Er\So?

!:0, then EnSo is a
stratum of So with respect to F.

(b) Given a stratum D of So, there exists a stratum E of S such that D = E n So-
Proof, (a) Let £ be a stratum of 5 with D = EnSo^0. Then D is contained in a
translate of an iterate of F, and thus by I.I, D is contained in a stratum of So, say
E'. But E'nE 5*0, so again by I.I, E'KJ E is contained in a stratum of S. Thus
E = E'KJ E, SO £'<= E. It follows that D = E', and therefore D is a stratum of So.

(b) Since D is contained in a translate of an iterate of F, D is contained in a
stratum, E, of S. Hence Da E nS0; since the latter is contained in a translate of
an iterate of F and D is a stratum of So, D = E n So. •

PROPOSITION II.3. /f £ is a dominant stratum of Log I with respect to a relative face
F of Log P, then E n Log/is «o< empty, and thus is a stratum of Log/

Proof. We show that f j n L o g / ^ 0 , so that II.2(a) applies. Choose e in E. Since
xe /P is in the order ideal generated by B (={xv/P\ ve Log/}), we have that for
some integer N,

xe/P<N\Yxv/P\ inR.

Hence there is a positive integer K so that for every monomial xw, the coefficient
of xw in xePK is dominated by the coefficient of xw in N(£B x"PK). Thus

e + K Log P<= Log/+ K Log P.

Since there are only finitely many e's in E, by suitably increasing K, we have that
E + K Log P is contained in Log/+ K Log P. Thus

E + KFcLogf+K LogPchogl + K Log P.

Choose w in F, and consider z = e + Kw e Log I + K Log P, for any e in £. Obviously
z belongs to £ + KF, so by the inclusion above, there exist v in Log/ and s in
JC Log P such that z = v + s. By II.l, v belongs to E, so Log/n £ is not empty.

D

It is not clear (at the time of writing) that if D is a dominant stratum of Log/ and
D= E n Log/ for £ a stratum of Log /, that E is dominant. Oddly enough, this is
irrelevant (although it appears to be true).

To show that / is a positive element of S, we must show that f/P is a positive
element of R (since Log/c Log P,f/P belongs to R in any case). By construction,
f/P belongs to /. As / is generated as order-ideal by the finite set B, I admits an
order unit, e.g. ZweLog/-"-"/^ (in fact> since R is noetherian, all order-ideals of R
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admit order units). We show that for all pure states 0, of /, 6(f/P) > 0. By [EHS; 1.4],
/ / P will then be a positive element of R, and we will be done.

By [HI; 1.2], the pure states of / are of two distinct forms. Either 0 is a pure
state of R, hence is multiplicative (possibly after a renormalization), or there exists
a pure state L of R with L(I) = 0 such that for i in / and r in R, d(ir) = d(i)L(r).

By replacing P by a sufficiently high power of itself if necessary and then translating
/ (replacing/by xwf for some suitable w), we may assume that Log/ is disjoint
from all the proper relative faces F of Log P. Since {xw/P\ we Log P\F} generates
a proper order ideal / such that xw/Pe J (for w in Log P) implies w tk F [HI; VII],
it follows that Log / n F = 0 for all relative faces F.

Now we can dispose of the pure states arising as restrictions of pure states of R.
Let 0 be such a state; set K = {we Log P \ 6(xw/P) # 0}. Either K is all of Log P,
or K is a proper relative face of Log P [HI; III.2]. In the latter case, 0 kills I, so
does not restrict to a state. In the former situation, 0 arises from an evaluation at
a point of (Rd)++, i.e. 0 is an evaluation at r = (ru..., rd)[Hl; 1.3 & II.5]. Then
#(//P)-f(f)/P{r)>0, as desired. The rest of this section is devoted to the case
that arises from a pure state of R, L, such that L(I) = 0, as mentioned above.

Let 0 be such a state, and L its corresponding pure state on R. Then F =
{weLog P\d(xwIP)*0} is a relative face of Log P (affiliated to 0), and the ideal
( = order-ideal) generated by {xw/P\ we Log P\F} is prime and generated by
KerLn/?+([Hl;§VII]).

Let £ be a subset of Log / with the following properties:
(a) for all e in E, 6(xe/P)*0;
(b) for some positive integer k, some lattice point z, E<= kF+ z;
(c) whenever E c mF + z0, then

E = Log / n (mF+ z) n {w e Log /16(xw/P) # 0}

So £ is almost a stratum; we will show in fact that £ is a dominant stratum, and
equals E0={weLog l\0(xw/P)*O}.

To this end, we define a sequence of functions Hk, k = 1,2,..., as follows. For
a in R[xf] with Log a<= Log I + (fc-l) Log P, set S t(a) = aE+(fc_1)F. We have a
candidate mapping t//:I-*R, trying to send a/Pk to 0CEk(a)/Pk). We now show
that this is well denned and a state of /.
Proof that i/f is well defined. We shall show that i/> is independent of the choice of
representatives (of a/Pk) and is defined on all of /.

Define Logfc / = Log I + k Log P. An essential technical result is the following:
E +jF satisfies properties (a), (b), (c) above (which E satisfies with respect to Log /)
with respect to Log, /, for j = 1,2,

(a) If v = w + Y, wt, with w in E, the wt's in F, then
6(x"/PJ+1) = d{xwIP) • ([I Uxw'/P)).

As the M>,'S belong to F, the values of L are all non-zero verifying (a).
(b) Clearly,

E + ; F c (Log 7+; Log P) n ((./ +fc)F+z).
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(c) Suppose that E+jFcz (Log I+j Log P)n(tF + z0), and let y belong to the
right side, and suppose that 0(xy/PJ+1) ^ 0. Write y=w + J/1 w,, with w in Log/
and the wt in Log P. If any of the w< did not belong to F, then L(xw>/P) would be
zero, and thus so would be 0(xy / Pj+1). Hence each of the w, belongs to F, and also

N o w wr i t e y = zo + YJvm, w i th t he vm's in F ( m = 1,2, . . . , / ) • W e ob ta in t ha t
w = Y.vm-Yxi + z0€tF + (z0~Jiwi). From E+jF<=tF + z0, E + £ w.-c tF+z0 fol-
lows; thus £ c fF + ( z o - £ w,). By property (c) for E, w belongs to E, and so y
belongs to E +jF as desired.

Now we show that if/ is defined on all of / (but not necessarily well defined).
Suppose a/Pk belongs to / ; we require that there exist an integer n such that
Log aP" <= Logn+fc_, / (for then </» would be defined on aP"/Pn+k).

First we prove that for each positive integer t, there exists an integer n such that
Logn I => {wet Log P\xw/P'el}. Let u = I o e L o g / x

v/P; then u is an order unit for
/. Setting aw = xw/P' for w e t Log P and aw e /, there exists an integer N such that
aw < Nu. By interpolation, there exist 0 < bv < Nx"/P with aw = Xo fe» and as before
II.1, there exist ro in R+ with b,, = (xv/P)rv. There exists m so that for all v, we may
write rv = cv/P

m, where cv are in IRfxf1] and have no negative coefficients. Set
n = m +1; the desired inclusion then follows.

Given r= a/Pk in /, we may write r = r1 — r2 with /•„, r2 in / + ; we may thus write
rj = a}/P

m, 7 = 1,2, with a, in IR[xf] having no negative coefficients. Each term
xw/Pm appearing in a,/'Pm belongs to 7, by the convexity of /. Hence there exists
/ so that Log Pma c Lo^+^^I. The upshot of this is that the candidate function if/
is at least defined on all of /. Now we show that it is well defined.

Suppose that a, b are Laurent polynomials, with a/ Pk = b/Pm in /, and moreover
that m > k and Log a c Log/t_i /, Log b c Logm_, /. We wish to show that

0{aE+lk-1)F/Pk) = e(bEHm_1)F/Pm).
Write

se(m-k)LogP

Since b = Pm~ka, we have

LPwX = 1 1 I As/uulx .

se(m-)c)LogP

By definition,

bEHm-l)F= I ( I AsAcu)x
w. (1)

seLogPm"k

On the other hand, ve °8''~1

E+(lc-l)F

I ( X A^jx". (2)
ve((m-fc)Log P)-t
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Now we remark that if w belongs to (m-k) Log P+E + (k-l)F, but not to
E + (m-l)F, then 6(xw/ P) = 0. Write H» = £ w, + e + £ gj, with w, in Log P, gj in F,
and at least one of the w,-'s not in F. Then for w, g F, L(xw'/P) = 0, so d(xw/Pm) = 0.
Similarly, if s + v = w, s belongs to (m — k) Log P, v lies in E + (k — 1)F, and s does
not belong to (m-k)F, then 0 (xw/Pm) = 0. Combining this with (2) gives

(3)
ve(m-l)F+E

By definition,

_ . A f / \ 1
(4)

we£+(m-l)F
se(m-k)LogP

Now suppose w0 belongs to E + (m -1) F, and H>0 = s +1>, where s lies in (m - k) Log P
and v in Log / + (fc-1) Log P. If we assume that d(xw°/P) is not zero (for otherwise,
it does not contribute to the right side of (4)), then we obtain, as before, that s
belongs to (m — k)F and v belongs to Log/ + (fc —1)F. We will show that v must
lie in E + (k — 1)F, so that the terms on the left sides of (3) and of (4) are equal.

There exists an integer n and a lattice point z0 with E + (k — l ) f c nF+z0; from
s + v lying in E + (m-l)F, we obtain tht s + v belongs to F.+ (fc-l)F + (m-fc)Fc
{n + m-k)F + z0. Hence D is a member of (m + n-k)F + (zo-s). However, s
belongs to (m-fe)F and F + ( J t - l ) F c nF + z0, so F + (fc-l)F<= (n + m-k)F +
(zo-s). Since 6{x"/Pk) is not zero (else e(xw"/Pm) = 0), and v lies in Log/, we
have by property (c) with E + (fe-l)F, that u belongs to F + (fc-l)F.

Hence <p is independent of the representation of a/ Pk, and is thus well defined.

Proof that i/> is a state of I. We check that if> is additive to begin with. Choose a, c
in R[xf] with Log a<= Logfc_! /, Log c c Logm_, / (so a/Pk, c/Pm both belong to
/ ) , and suppose that msik. Then

+(.-l)F\J
_i ) F+cE + ( m_i ) F \

Now suppose that a/ Pk is positive in R and belongs to I. There exists an integer
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n so that P"a has only non-negative coefficients. Then
k) = 6((Pna)B+(n+k-1)F/Pn+k),

and the latter is non-negative since 6 is a state. Thus \fi is a state of /.
Recall that E0 = {we Log /10(xw/P) # 0}. Pick e in EO and z in F. Embed e in a

stratum of Log / with respect to F, call it £,. Then £ = £ o n £1 satisfies (a) and (b)
above. We show that it also satisfies (c).

If £ c mF+z0, then e belongs to mF+z0, so Log I n(mF + z0) is contained in
the stratum £, of Log. /. Thus (Log I n (mF + z0)) n Eo is contained in £,, and so
in E. The reverse inclusion is obvious, so (c) holds.

With the state </>: /-> U defined as above with this choice of E, ip(r) < 0(r) for all
r in I+, so </» s 0 as states of /. Since 6 is pure, there exists a real number A such
that i// = \&. As E is not empty, ip is not zero, so A >0; moreover, for w in E,
<l/(xw/P) = d(xw/P) * 0, so A = 1. Hence 4> = 6. For w in Eo, 0(xw/P) = ip(xw/P) * 0,
so w belongs to E, whereby E = Eo.

Now we show that Eo is a stratum. Suppose £oc: nF + z; it is required to prove
that Eo = (nF + z) n Log /. If the right side is a singleton, equality holds, as 6 is not
identically zero. Otherwise, select e in Eo and e' in the right side unequal to e. Write
e' = w + z, e = w' + z, where w, w' belong to nF. Then e+w = e'+w', so

e((x'/P) • (xw/p")) = e({xe'/P) • {xw'/pn)).

The leftmost term is 0(xe/P)L(xw/Pn), which is not zero since w belongs to nF.
The right term is 6{xe')/P)L(xw'/Pn); hence 6(xe'/P) is not zero, so e' belongs to
Eo. Thus E0 = (nF + z)n Log /, and so Eo is a stratum.

Finally, we show that Eo is a dominant stratum of Log /, with respect to F. To
see this, suppose that w is an element of Log In(nF+z) and £ o

c

(n Log P+ z)\(nF+ z). Write w = £" Vj + z, where the v/s belong to F; select any
e in Eo, and write it e = £.£,• + z, with the p/s in Log P. At least one of the p/s does
not lie in F.

From w + Z P; = c + Z w,-, we deduce

The left side is a product involving L(xp'/P), so is zero. On the other hand the
right side is 0(xe/P) • [] L(xv'/P) which is not zero since e belongs to £O and u, to
F. This contradicts the existence of w, so Eo is dominant. •

LEMMA II.3 A. If 6 is a pure state of I with corresponding relative face F and pure
state L of (R,\), then the set

E={eeLogf\0(xe/P)*O}

is a dominant stratum of Log / with respect to F.

Proof. We have seen that E0 = {weLog l\d(xw/P)?i0} is a dominant stratum of
Log /, and Eon Log/= E, so £ is a stratum of Log/ by II.2 and II.3.

Suppose that £ c ( « Log P + z)\(nF+z)> for some integer n and lattice point z,
and suppose that there exists w in Log/n(MF + z). Select e in £ and write
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e = £ w( + z, with the w, in Log P, but not all of them in F, and w = £ f, + z with the
D, in F. Then e + £ D; = w + £ wf, so applying 6 to

makes the left side d(xe/ P) • L(x"'/P). This is not zero, since all of the u,'s belong
to F. However, not all of the w,'s lie in F, so that 6 of the right hand side is zero,
a contradiction. •

LEMMA II.4 (conclusion to II.1). With the notation and hypotheses of II.1, whenever
w in (N Log P + S) n (NF+E) can be expressed as w = s+t, where s belongs to
N Log P and t to S, it follows that t belongs to E and s belongs to NF.

Proof. That t lies in E is the conclusion of II. 1. From EanF+z0 and w in NF+E,
we have that w belongs to (N + n) F + z0. Thus 5 +1 — z0 is a member of (N + n) F.
Since t lies in E (which is contained in nF+ z0), we have that t~z0 belongs to nF,
which is in turn contained in n Log P.

Set d = xs/PN, g = x'~z°/P". Both are elements of R (and thus of R+) by the
preceding paragraph. Let L be any pure state of R with the property that L(x"/ P) = 0
(for v in Log P) if and only if v does not lie F. If s does not belong to NF, then
d is in the kernel of L, so that so is dg. But this entails s +1 — z0 not belonging to
(N+n)F, a contradiction. •

We can now prove the sufficiency portion of theorem A. There exists (by hypothesis)
an integer m so that for any dominant stratum E of Log/, (PF)mfE has only
non-negative coefficients. Let 6 be a pure state of / to which F, L, Eo are affiliated,
as before. Then E = £ o n Log/ is a dominant stratum of Log/ (with respect to F)
by II.3A. Clearly fE =fEo- With i/»: / -» R denned as above via £0 (so that ^ = 0),

If w belongs to Log Pmfn {Eo+ mF), writing w = £ wt + v with w, in Log P and b
in Log/( c Log / ) , we have that the w, all belong to F and v lies in £ o n Log/= E
by the lemma above. Hence

(Pmf)Eo+mF - {PF)mf^ = {PF)mfE;

of course E is not empty by II.3.
Since for all w in E + mF, say w = e + X wf,

we have that O(xw/Pm+1) * o. Thus

So / / P is strictly positive at all pure states of /, whence f/P belongs to R+, and
we are done. •
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Notice that we only use the dominant strata of Log /, begging the question as to
whether a stratum sitting over a dominant stratum of L o g / is actually dominant
(in Log / ) . This slight weakening of the hypothesis allows the induction process in
the proof of theorem B to take place.

III. Converse of theorem A
Let £ be a dominant stratum of L o g / with respect to the relative face F of Log P.
Suppose that P"f has only non-negative coefficients. We wish to show that the same
is true of (PF)"fE (the same n).

We first observe that if x belongs to NF and x = £ w, with wt in Log P (i =
1,2 , . . . . , N), then the w, actually belong to F (for example, F is a dominant
stratum of Log P with respect to F itself, and II.4 can be applied iteratively). Thus
(P") n F = (PF)".

If w = s +t appears in Log P"f with s i n n Log P = Log P", and t in Log / and
if w is a member of nF+ E, then by II.4, senF and t e E. It easily follows that

However, P" /has only non-negative coefficients, so that the same is true of (PF)"fE.

•
IV. Statement and proof of the second theorem
THEOREM B. Suppose f P are elements of U[xf'], with P having only non-negative
coefficients. There exists n so that P"f has no negative coefficients if and only if the
following conditions hold:

(a) As in the statement of theorem A, (a).
(b') For each proper relative face F of Log P, and each dominant stratum E of Log /

(with respect of F),
fE is strictly positive as a function on (Ud)++.

Since fE is not identically zero (by definition of E), condition (b) of theorem A
implies (b'). We need only show that theorem A may be applied iteratively (starting
from the lower dimensional faces) to obtain that (b') implies (b) (in the presence
of (a)). We shall elaborate on this point later.

A definition is required, which formalizes two of the comments in § II.
Let S be a subset of Log P, let Is be the ideal of R generated by {xw/P\ w e S},

and set Log Is = {we Log P\xw/Pe Is}. (In our case, S = L o g / Is = !•) A dominant
stratum of S is extendible if there exists a dominant stratum E' of Log Js such that
E'nS=E.

The proof of sufficiency in theorem A requires in place of (b) only:
(b,) For each proper relative face F, for each extendible dominant stratum E of

L o g / with respect to F, there exists an integer m such that P™/E has no negative
coefficients.
(That is, 'extendible' has been inserted.)

Returning to the proof, let E be an extendible dominant stratum of Log / with
respect to F. Suppose that E<=nF + z0. Set g = x~z°fE, so that Log g <= £ - z0 <= nF.
Let F' be a relative face of F (so F' is also a relative face of Log P); then nF' is
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a relative face of nF. Suppose that K is an extendible dominant stratum of Log g =
E — z0 with respect to nF', viewed as a relative face of nF ( = Log (PF)n = Log PF =
n Log PF). Observe that if P is replaced by Q = P"F, then nF = Log Q; so we regard
Log g as a subset of nF, and consider its extendible dominant strata with respect
to nF'.

We shall show that K + z0 is a dominant stratum of Log/ with respect to F'
(viewed as a relative face of Log P). Before doing this, however, we briefly outline
how theorem B then follows from this result (more detail will be given at the end
of the section). Apply theorem A with g replacing / ; since the affine dimension of
(for example) the convex hull of F will be smaller than that of cvx Log P, an
induction argument may be used.

That K + z0 is a stratum of Log/ is routine: Obviously, K + z0 is contained in a
translate of an iterate of F'. Suppose K + z0 c NF' + z. We must show that K + z0 =
(NF' + z)n Log/ Now

X + zo<= (NF' +z)n Log/c (JVF + z ) n L o g / c £ ;

(the last inclusion follows from K + z0 c £, and £ being a stratum with respect to
F, for Log/). Select w in Log/n(NF'+z) . Since w belongs to E, w belongs to
(NF'+ z) n E = K + z0 (since K is a stratum inside E — z0 with respect to F'), and
this shows that K + z0 is a stratum of Log/

The difficult part is to show that K + z0 is dominant, as a stratum of Log/ We
observed in the reduction process of the first part of § II, that E being a dominant
stratum of a set S with respect to the relative face F of Log P is requivalent to it
being a dominant stratum with respect to the relative face nF of n Log P. Hence
we may assume n = 1 (for notational convenience) here. Thus E <= F + z0, etc. The
next results give an even more explicit description of the pure states of /, than that
of § II.

Let ft be the ideal of R generated by {xw/P\ w e Log P\F}. We saw earlier (just
before II. 1) that ^ is an order ideal, and in fact as in [H; VII], it is a prime ideal
and R/jt is order-isomorphic to RPF, that is, to U[xw/PF; we F]. Then point
evaluations are faithful pure states there (that is, the kernels miss the positive cone).
The map R -» RPF with kernel y» is determined by the assignment (for w in Log P)

(.0

Let L be a pure state on R obtained by composing the map R -» RPF with a faithful
pure state of the latter. Then ker Ln R+ = yi+, so that for w in Log P, L(xw/P) = 0
if and only if w does not belong to F.

Say £ is a dominant stratum of Log /, with respect to F, a relative face of Log P.
Say L is a pure state as above, and E<= nF+ z (this n, z are not assumed to be 1, z0

respectively). For an element a of R[xfJ] with Log a<= Log/ + (/c-l) Log P (for
some k), set

a (—\ - T (
\Pk)~ \ Pk+n~l
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Then 0 is a well-defined real-valued function of /, and is a state; moreover, E =
{w e Log /16(xw/P) * 0}, and furthermore, for all sin I and rinR, 8(sr) = 0(s)L(r).

Proof of well-definedness of 6. This echoes the proof that i// (§ II) is well defined.
Suppose a/Pk lies in / ; we may assume that Log a<= Logfc/ + ( fc- l ) Log P (as in
the corresponding proof for (/>). Suppose that a/ Pk = b/Pm with m > k and Log b <=
Log I + (m -1) Log P. Then b = Pm~ka. Setting

from b = Pm ka, we deduce

selcLog P

SO

6B+(«-DF= I f I AsMt,)x
w.

we£+(m-l)F \ s + u=w /
se(m-fc)Log P

uiELogj,/

By II.4, and that E + (k- 1)F is a dominant stratum of Logfc /, the '5 £ (m - k) Log P '
condition may be replaced by 's e (m — fc)F', and ' r e Logfc / ' may be replaced by
've E + (k — l)F\ The resulting expression for ftB+(m_1)F is

( I Apc'W I
\(m-k)F / \E+(fc-l

which equals

)(m-k)F

For w in (m - fc) Log P\(m - k)F, L(xw/Pm~k) = 0. Hence

- a E + ( f c - 1 ) F \ \

_ f ((P
m-k)(myA (x-

pk+n-\

as desired. Thus 0 is well defined.
Additivity is routine and is verified exactly as for ty. For w in Log / + (k - 1 ) Log P,

0(*7P.'c) = L(x>v~7P'c+n~1)>O, so 0 is positive (and thus a state of / ) . For w in
Log/, 9(xw/P) 5*0 if and only if w-zenF, i.e. WG (nF + z ) n Log I = E. Finally,
write s = a/Pk (a as above), r = c/Pm (Logc<= m Log P). Then

0(w) = 6{ac/Pm+k) = L ( ( a c ) E + ( m
f c
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(the latter, since L annihilates elements of the form xw/ Pm with w in m Log P\mF),
as desired. •

COROLLARY IV. 1. A stratum E of Log / is dominant if and only if

E n ((n Log P + z)\(nF+ z)) * 0
implies (*)

(nF+z)n Log/ = 0 .

/Yoo/ Certainly a stratum satisfying (*) is dominant by part (iii) of the definition.
Conversely suppose that £ is a dominant stratum satisfying the first line of (*).
Select e in the intersection, so that e = £ wt + z, where the wt belong to P, but not
all of them to F. Select is possible w = £ v} + z in Log I with Vj in F. Then w + JJwi =
e + X Vj, so with 0 as defined above applied,

The left side is zero, since at least one of the w, is not in F. The right side is not
zero, since e belongs to E, and all of the v/s lie in F. This contradicts the existence
of such aw. •

COROLLARY IV. 1 A. If Eo is a dominant stratum of Log / with respect to a relative
face F of Log P, then E = Log/n Eo is a dominant stratum of Log f with respect to F.

Proof. Given £0, there exists by the construction preceding IV. 1, a pure state 6 of
/ such that E0 = {we Log l\0(xw/P) jt o}. Since E is thus {w e Log/| O(xw/P) * 0},
the result follows from II.3A. •

PROPOSITION IV.2. Let S be a subset of Log P and F a relative face of Log P. If E
is an extendible dominant stratum of S with respect to F, then E satisfies:

En{{n Log P + z)\(nF+z))*0

implies (**)

Proof. Extend £ to a dominant stratum £ ' of Log Is. Then En
((n Log P + z)n(nF + z ) ) # 0 implies the same with £ ' in place of £. By IV. 1,
(nF + z)n Log Js = 0 , and the result follows. •

Finally we are in a position to show that if K is an extendible dominant stratum
of Log g with respect to F', and £ is an extendible dominant stratum of Log/ with
respect to F, then K + z0 is a dominant stratum of Log/ with respect to F'; in fact,
we show that the formally stronger condition (**) of IV.2 holds.

Suppose that (K + z0) n((n Log P + z)\(nF'+ z)) 5*0. Select w in Log/n
(nF' + z)\ we must show that the existence of w leads to a contradiction. Since £
satisfies(**)(as a subset of Log/ and with respect to F), we must have that

£ n ( n Log P + z)<=wF + z.

As K + zoaE, (X + zo)n(« Log P + z)c «F+z. Hence
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Since K is an extendible dominant stratum of Log g = E - z0 (within F) with respect
to F', we have from

that (E -z0) n (nF'+z- z0) = 0 (applying (**) to K), whence E n (nF'+ Z) = 0.
Since a subset of E (namely K + z0) lies in nF + z, it follows from I.I that

L o g / n ( n F + z ) c E. Hence w belongs to E, so w belongs to En{nF'+ z) = 0 , the
desired contradiction.

Thus K + z0 satisfies (**), and is thus a dominant stratum of Log/ as a subset of
Log P, with respect to F'.

Now the sufficiency of conditions (a), (b') can be proved by induction on the
affine dimension of the convex hull of the relative faces. If F is zero dimensional
(i.e. a single point), then the dominant strata are singletons, and the /B's being
positive as functions means that they are each of the form (positive real num-
ber) • (monomial), so that condition (b) of theorem A holds in this case. Now assume
that (b) holds for all relative faces F' of Log P properly contained in F (these
necessarily have smaller affine dimension than F), and let E be an extendible
dominant stratum with respect to F, of Log/

If we now replace / by g = x~z°fE, we see that theorem A applies to g, as follows.
As (b') holds for / (b') holds for fB (because of the transitivity result for dominant
substrata proved just above), hence for g. By induction (as the dimension of the
convex hull of F is strictly less than that of Log P), there exists a positive integer
m so that (PF)mg has only non-negative coefficients, so that the same is true of
(PF)m/E. Now / satisfies the hypotheses of theorem A, and thus we may apply it,
to obtain the existence of an integer N with PNf having no negative coefficients.

•
V. Examples
We first study the case of one variable (d = 1).

Example V.I. To begin with, suppose that P (or some power) is gap-free, meaning
that if x", xb appear in P and a<c<b with c an integer, than xc appears in P.

This case is easy, and the solution is already known (e.g. [HI; V.I]). The obvious
necessary condition,/! (0, oo) > 0, is sufficient. To see this, by replacing P by a power
of itself, we may assume that Log/c Log P; it easily follows (as P is gap-free) that
the only dominant strata of Log/ are the singletons consisting of the endpoints,
and their coefficients are automatically positive from the positivity of/ on (0, oo).

•
Example V.2. Now suppose that P = x3 + x+l (or any of its relatives).

Here Log Pm = {0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,3m-2, 3m}; it has a gap, in that 3m- 1 is missing.
Multiplying / by a suitable monomial, we may assume Log/<= { 0 , 1 , . . . , 3m - 2 } ,
and that 0 belongs to L o g / Say k = degree (/) (so fc<3m-2). Clearly {0}, {k} are
dominant strata (for F = {0}, F = {3m} respectively). If fe — 1 belongs to Log / then
{/c-1} is a dominant stratum with respect to F = {3m}, for if k-le
(n hogP+N)\{3mn + N}, we have that Af< k-\<3mn + N-2, so JV+l<fc<
3mn + JV-1; thus (3mn + JV)nLog/is empty (as Log/={0,1 , . . . , k}). Hence the
coefficient of the second highest term in / must be non-negative.
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It is straightforward to verify that no other dominant strata exist (in fact, with
n = \, z = 0). We may obviously replace P by anything whose Log set is
{0,1,2,.. . , t-2, t}, and we have the following.

Assume P = Zoa'X' w*tn a i > 0 except that a,_i = 0. Letf = Y,obJx
i with bo, bk

both not zero. Then there exists an integer n so that Pnf has no negative coefficients
if and only if f\ (0, oo) > 0 and bk.x > 0. •

Example V.3. Now try P = x* + x+\ and its relatives. Here Log Pm =
{0,1, . . . , 4m}\{4m-5,4m-2,4m-1} for m>2. A similar analysis to that above
shows that if /=£<, tyx1 (b0, bk both not zero), then provided that bk_5, bk_2, and
bic-! are (respectively) not zero, the corresponding singletons are the only additional
dominant strata. Hence we deduce that Pnf will have no negative coefficients for
some n if and only if/ |(0, oo)>0 and bfc_5, bk-2, £>&_, are all non-negative.

Both in this case and the previous ones, the necessity of these conditions is quite
easy to obtain by direct computation, but sufficiency does not seem to have an
elementary proof, except by either theorem A or B. •

Example V.4. Now let P = 1 + x2 + x5. Then Log P = {0,2, 5}, and for m > 4, the gaps
of LogPm are {1,3, 5m-7, 5m-4 ,5m-2 , 5m-1}. Hence iff = Ydobjx

J
y bo,bk not

zero, necessary and sufficient conditions that P"f be non-negative for some n are
that f\ (0, oo) > 0 and that all of bu b3, fck_7, bfc_4, bk_2, bk^ be non-negative. •

So in the general one variable situation, reduce to a projectively faithful character
(as in the reduction argument of § II; this was not necessary in any of the examples
above, because the polynomials P were already projectively faithful), determine the
eventual gap pattern (and if deg P—t, this occurs before the fth power of P), and
the criterion falls out.

Example V.5. We consider an example in two variables, x and y. Suppose P =
(l + x)(l+y), and / = Ax +By+Cxy2+Dx2yi +Ex2y + Zx2y2+Mxy, where the
capital letters represent non-zero real numbers. Suppose additionally that/is known
to be strictly positive as a function on (R2)++. We wish to determine conditions on
the coefficients appearing in /, so that there will be an integer n such that P"f has
no negative terms.

Setting S = Log/, and replacing P by P3, this is exactly the situation described
in figure 1 (§ I). The obvious (unions of) dominant strata corresponding to the faces
of the convex hull of Log/ are:

{(1,0)}: This yields A>0;
{(2,1)}: so £ > 0 ;
{(2,3)}: whence D>0;
{(0,1)}: thus B>0;
{(0,1), (1, 2), (2,3)}: from which y(B+ C(xy) + D(xy)2) is a strictly positive func-

tion in the single variable xy; in other words, either C > 0 or C2>4BD in the
presence of the known inequalities B > 0 and D > 0;

{(2,1), (2,2), (2,3)}: so x2y(E + Zy + Dy2) is strictly positive as a function, and
thus either Z > 0 or Z2 < 4DE;
and two others yielding no new information.
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There is an additional set of three dominant starta arising from the vertex {(0,3)}
(of LogP3); each of {(0,1)}, {(1,2)}, {(2,3)}. We thereby deduce that C>0. All
other dominant strata yield no new implications.

Hence, assuming/is strictly positive on (R2)++ (only here does M play any role),
necessary and sufficient conditions are: A, B,C,D,E>0 and either Z > 0 or Z2<
4BD. D

In the following, we formalize one of the phenomena occurring in the last example.

LEMMA V.I. Let Log/<= Log P c Zd, and let D be a relative face of L o g / (including
possibly D = Log/) , such that the affine dimension of cvx D is strictly less than that
of cvx Log P. Then D is a union of dominant strata of Log/, with respect to the same
relative face of Log P. Moreover, if no line on the boundary of cvx Log P joining two
vertices of Log P is parallel to a line in the convex hull of D, then each point of D
constitutes a singleton dominant stratum.

Proof. Since D is a relative face of Log/ there exists a linear functional a of Rd

such that Log/c{r=(r , )e lR d |a ( r ) s l} , and D = Log/n{relRd \a(r) = 1} (the
convex hull of D is a face of the convex hull of Log F). Let

a = sup{a(r)|recvx Log P};

necessarily, a s i . Then V = {reRd|a(r) = a} is non-void and VncvxLogP is a
proper face of cvx Log P, with F = Log PnV being the corresponding relative face
of Log P.

Select d in D, and let E be the stratum of Log/ with respect to / that contains
d. First we show that E is contained in D, and then that E is dominant. Say
E c (nF+z) n Log/ for some integer n and lattice point z, and select e in E. Write
e = Y. Wj + z, d =£" = 1 v, + z with vt, w, all belonging to F. Then d+Y/wi = e + Yivi.
Applying a, and recalling that a(d) = 1, a(w,) = a(«,) = a, we deduce that a(e) =
a(d) = l, so e belongs to Logfn{r\a(r) = 1} = D. Thus Ec £>.

Now suppose that E<^(m Log P + zo)\(mF+ z0) and that Log/n(w/7+zo)?£0.
Select M in Log/n(mF+z0); write w=£ wt + z0 with w; in F. Choose e in £ with
e = Y,Vj + z0 where the u, belong to Log P, but not all of them lie in F. Applying a
to e and u, we see that

1 = a(e)=Y, a(Vj)+ a(zo)< ma + a(z0)
= I « W + a(z0)
= «(«)•

This yields a(u)> 1, a contradiction to u belonging to Log/ So £ is a dominant
stratum containing d and contained in D. Thus D is the union of the dominant
strata that contain a point of D, all strata with respect to F.

If the additional hypothesis holds, then the F constructed above must be a
singleton (unless D is itself a singleton), so all strata with respect to it must be
singletons. •

This lemma suggests that P"f having no negative coefficients for a specific P is a
very strong condition on / For example, if P — (1 +x)(l +y) (so cvx Log P is the
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Log/

FIGURE 3. With respect to P = (l + x)(\ + y), the encircled points of Log/ correspond to monomials
which must have positive coefficients, if there is to exist n so that P"/has only non-negative coefficients.

unit square), and cvx Log/ is a diamond shape, a necessary condition for there to
exist n such that P"f has no negative coefficients is that the coefficients of each of
the monomials on the boundary of Log/ are positive. See figure 3.

On the other hand, even when each relative face of Log/ is parallel to a relative
face of Log P (say for d a 2), more constraints intervene. A case in point is the
following.

Example V.6. Set P = 1 + x + y, / = l + x2-xy + y2; then Log/cLogP2, and with
respect to F = {(2,0), (1, l),(0,2)} (a relative face of Log P2), the only dominant
stratum is E = F.

Since/E = x2 — xy + y2 = x2(l — (x~ly) + (x~ly)2) is strictly positive, it follows from
theorem B that P"f has no negative coefficients for large enough n. However, PmfE
always has a negative coefficient, since for E = hogfE, the dominant strata with
respect to {(0,0)} (a face of Log P2) are the three singletons {(2,0)}, {(1,1)}, {(0,2)},
and the coefficient corresponding to the second one is - 1 . •

A more general result is available.

COROLLARY V.2. Let F be a relative face of Log P. Let V be the affine span of all
subfaces of cvx F, of affine dimension at least one. Suppose that Log/<= V n Log P
(e.g. Log/<= F), and Log P<£ V. Then Pmf having only non-negative coefficients for
some integer m implies that the coefficients off are already non-negative.

Proof. Set D = Log/ and apply the second statement of V.I. As Log/ decomposes
into singleton dominant strata, by the converse to theorem A, all the coefficients of
/ must be non-negative. •

Now suppose P, P' are polynomials in two variables with no negative coefficients,
with both being solid (i.e. Log P = Z2 n cvx Log P), and the affine dimension of both
cvx Log P, cvx Log P' being two (as opposed to one or zero). We wish to determine
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a relation (necessary and sufficient) between Log P and Log P' so that for all
polynomials f, the existence of n so that P"f has only non-negative coefficients is
equivalent to the existence of m so that (P')mf has only non-negative coefficients.
We shall say P is positively equivalent to P' when this occurs. Mercifully, only an
outline will be given of the proof that the relation described below determines
exactly when P and P' are positively equivalent.

Let K, K' denote cvx Log P, cvx Log P' respectively. Since we are assuming both
P, P' are solid, specifying (e.g.) K is equivalent to specifying Log P. Extend each
edge of K (i.e. each one dimensional face of the convex polygon K) to a line.
We can create a new convex polygon by parallel-transporting each of these lines
(independently of each other), and taking the interior (if any). If K' has the same
number of sides as K, and K' can be obtained by this process, then P and P' are
positively equivalent. Another way to describe this relation between K and K'is
the following.

Label the sides of K, s0, su ..., sk so that the i + 1st side (mod k +1) is the 'next'
side to the ith one, going in a counter-clockwise direction (s,+i is adjacent to $;,
and the angle between them measured from s, and proceeding in a clockwise direction
is less than 180°). Similarly label the sides of K', s0, s[,..., s'k- Then P and P' will
be positively equivalent if and only if k = k' and there is a cyclic permutation n of
( 0 , 1 , . . . , k) so that each s, is parallel to sj,.(o.

To see this, first suppose one face of K', say SQ, is not parallel to any s,-. Replace
P' by (P')2 to guarantee that s'0nLog P' has at least three points (as opposed to
the two obvious ones arising from the endpoints, which are vertices of Log P').
Define / a polynomial, with Log/= de Log P'u{e}, where e is a point in in
«o <~> Log P' that is not a vertex. Let the coefficients be 1 for all the monomials
corresponding to vertices, and — 1 for xe. By observing that the polynomial in one
variable (which is a translate of fE, where £ is the three-element set consisting of
the two endpoints of s'o and e) Xk -Xm +1 (k> m) is always strictly positive, we
see immediately from theorem B, that there exists a power of P' such that (P')"f
has only non-negative coefficients. On the other hand, since s'o is not parallel to any
face of Log P, it follows from V.I that E decomposes into three singleton dominant
strata relative to some relative face of Log P, and since the coefficient of xe is - 1 ,
for no n has P"f only non-negative coefficients.

So every face of K is parallel to a face of K', and conversely.
Now suppose so,su..., Sj are parallel respectively to SQ, • • •, s'j> a n d moreover,

s0 is not parallel to any other *, (this leaves out the case of a 2«-gon, where every
side is parallel to its opposite-this has to be treated separately). If sJ+l is not parallel
to Sj+i, then essentially the same procedure as above constructs an / That is, we
may assume that sj+, n Log P' contains at least three points, define the polynomial
/ to have coefficient one at each of the vertices' monomials, and - 1 at a non-vertex
occurring in s'J+1 n Log P'. Then relative to the relative face s,-+1 n Log P, E decom-
poses into three singleton dominant strata as above, and the same argument works.

There remains the special case, where every face of K is parallel to exactly one
other face. Here the problem is that there are two possible faces s^ to start with
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and both must be taken into consideration, but essentially the same argument as
above works for both.

To prove the converse is trivial-the dominant strata of/ with respect to a relative
face F of Log P are identical to those with respect to ir(F) (IT acts on the vertices
as well), and theorem B applies.
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